molecule was removed, the B-factors were reset to 14 Å , and was then refined by simulated annealing (start temperature 4000 K) with Phenix Refine (Adams et al., 2010) . Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. S1467 and L1469 make canonical â-sheet hydrogen bonds to R1475 and S1473, respectively. (c) Similar representation of the second molecule (chain B) in the asymmetric unit of the crystals. (d) Close-up of the same region in the NMR structure. The carbonyl groups of S1467 and A1468 (marked by arrowheads) are flipped with respect to the crystal structure. For clarity, only the first model of the NMR ensemble is shown; the structure of this region is highly similar in all the deposited models. Log Intensity (relative)
Log Intensity (relative)
Inter-spin distance (Å) Dipolar evolution time (ì) Normalized form factor Probability density (a.u.) is skewed towards shorter distances than those observed. This could be due to a shift in the rotamer distribution of the probe due to the proximity of the inter-domain linker that is predicted to lie near R1475.
Finally, differences in the experimental and calculated distance distribution of mutants A1468C/C1608 and N1523C/C1608 reflect the overall structural changes of these mutants with respect to the wild type protein. Log Intensity (relative) P(r) (a.u.) Figure S10 . SAXS analysis of triply MTSL-labeled mutants of the FnIII-3,4, and doubly labeled mutants that contain C1559 in the inter-domain linker. (a) SAXS profiles extrapolated to infinite dilution of the MTSL-labeled FnIII-3,4 mutants (in descending order) L1497C/N1598C/C1608, R1504C/N1598C/C1608, T1472C/S1590C/C1608, T1472C/C1608/S1626C, L1497C/C1608/S1626C, R1504C/C1608/S1626C, T1472C/C1608/R1630C, and R1504C/C1608/R1630C. Figure S12 . Multiple sequence alignment of integrin â4 sequences used to calculate the evolutionary conservation scores. The sequences of the FnIII-3,4 region from 39 species were aligned with Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011) and the alignment was colored using the program ESPript (Robert & Gouet, 2014 In the image on the left side, the FnIII-1,2 is shown in a similar orientation as in the left-side representation in a.
